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The November meeting will feature our club elections! 
A slate of nominees was selected in October, but 
additional nominations are allowed from the floor 
before the final vote. Additionally, we will discuss 
winter storage and protection, preparing trees for 
storage, and getting ready for next season.
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The Pittsburgh Bonsai Society (PBS) 
was organized July 10, 1957 to 
disseminate knowledge, encourage 
others and create interest in the art of 
bonsai through meetings, workshops, 
newsletters and guest speakers. It's 
our sixth decade of advancing the art 
of bonsai in Pittsburgh and the Tri-
State area. The membership year is 
January 1 to December 31. For details 
on events, Society membership or 
general information, see the Society's 
web page at : 
http://pittsburghbonsai.org. Our 
newsletter is published periodically, 
10 issues per year.

Deadlines:
Generally two months prior to issue 
date

Submissions:
Submissions are encouraged. Please 
submit Photos or Artwork in JPG 
format and Copy in Microsoft Word.

A Note From Dan:

The Pittsburgh 
Bonsai Society 

Newsletter

~photo by Dan Yobp
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Haiku Corner
Stepping

   Out of the mist---

 Pine trees.

  

Dan Yobp
danielyobp@gmail.com  

 ~Zhanna P. Rader

If you missed the last meeting, then you certainly 

missed a lot! A wide range of important topics were 

discussed such as nominations, the field, future 

workshops and bonsai stock. I also did a 

demonstration on how to carve deadwood and 

make aesthetic decisions.

Don't forget to come to the next meeting where 

we'll hold elections and discuss winter care.



Carving Demonstration with Dan Yobp
~By Tammy Lee and Jon Young

At the October meeting, Dan Yobp performed a carving 
demonstration that transformed a collected mostly straight-
trunked pitch pine into a uniquely interesting bonsai. In general, 
carving is performed to fix a problem (e.g., lack of taper, major 
branch or branches dying), to tell a story (i.e., a story of the tree's 
survival against the forces of nature), or to add character/visual 
interest (e.g., emphasizing the contrast between live and dead 
wood).

Prior to wood chips flying, Dan described his decision-making 
process in creating the design of the tree. As with standard bonsai 
design, the artist should settle on a front view, determine the final 
planting angle of the tree, and consider the effects of the carving 
on the health of the tree. These principles are especially important 
when carving with power tools --- mistakes from carving won't 
grow back. 

Dan stressed that the design approach should be general to 
specific. First begin with a general idea of what you want to 
achieve, and work on that general idea for a while. After your idea 
becomes more concrete by working on the tree, consider the 
specific details required to accomplish your complete vision. 
Taking the time to design a tree using a general to specific 
approach ensures that carving and other adjustments have a 
harmonious appearance.  

~Photos by Tammy Lee and Jon Young

The primary issue with the 
pitch pine was a lack of 
trunk taper. To address 
this, Dan created taper by 
reducing the height of the 
tree and carving the 
remaining apex of the 
trunk into a very large jin. To accomplish this, he sawed the main 
trunk to the desired height and then stripped away the bark using 
concave cutters and jin pliers. Next, he used a die grinder to create 
a large vein with movement down the trunk (i.e., a longitudinal, 
asymmetric fissure in the deadwood feature), followed by the 
creation of a smaller vein at another part of the deadwood feature. 
Because of the large size of the pitch pine, a die grinder (with 
appropriate bonsai carving bit) is the ideal tool to allow for quick, 
natural appearing carving.  On smaller trees and for more detailed 
work, a smaller rotary tool, such as a Dremel, can be used. While 
carving these veins/fissures, Dan emphasized the importance of 
creating a natural look to the jin by roughing-up smooth surfaces, 
carving asymmetrical shapes, and adding interesting 3D features 
(e.g., jagged ridges, fissures, or hollows). Specifically, he spent 
time at the apex removing the flatness of the jin by making it 
appear rough, asymmetrical and jagged. Lastly, he used a wire 
brush and a hooked knife to clean up the stringy look of the carved 
wood and to add a woodgrain-like appearance.

The pitch pine's carving is still a work in progress, but already 
shows dramatic improvement. Dan's carving demonstration laid 
the foundation for a general design that will be improved upon 
with future detailed adjustments. We look forward to watching 
this tree develop in the years to come.
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Dan Began By Removing 
All Of The Top Branches

~Photos by Cindie Bonomi Page 3



Carving Demonstration with Dan Yobp Continued from page 3

~Photos by Cindie Bonomi
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Photo by Cindie Bonomi

The Holiday Dinner will be held at the 
Phipps Garden Center on Wednesday 
December 14 at 6:30 pm.  The event will be 
catered by Atria’s again this year .

The menu this year will consist of Meat loaf, 
chicken parmigiana and cashew crusted 
tilapia. We will also have a chopped salad 
roasted red potatoes and vegetables, rolls 
and butter.  

A cake and cookies from Grandview Bakery 
will be served to satisfy the sweet tooth. 

Soda pop and coffee will be provided but 
make sure you BYOB if you would like an 
alcoholic beverage.

We will also have the traditional White 
Elephant Exchange where you bring an item 
from your home that you no longer wish to see 
around the house. Items must be functional 
and all food items must be in unopened 
condition. Wrap or disguise it so some lucky 
person will be surprised when they pick it.

Please send your reservation in with a check 
for $20.00 per person.  Sunday Dec. 11th is 
the deadline, so act quickly!!!

Make checks payable  to PBS and mail to:   

Phone: 412 849-0579Reservation Form On Page 6

The Pittsburgh Bonsai Society’s Annual

Deb Bishop
125 Camberwell Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
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Holiday Party “2015”

~photo complements of the internet

~photo by Cindie Bonomi

Seasons and Cycles
~By Jay Miller

~photo by Cindie Bonomi

Seasons and Cycles
~By Jay MillerMid-Autumn in the Tri-State area reinforces an 

enduring lesson: there is a certain rhythm and cadence 
to life that you experience with nature. Your bonsai can 
help you appreciate the cycle of the seasons. Our 
technological progress has overshadowed the older 
relationship with nature. Grandparents used to teach 
planting by the phases of the spring moon or the first 
frost.
 Fall is an end and a 

beginning. Life slows 
a bit, temperatures 
fall, the sun is lower 
in the sky. Maple 
leaves shine forth 
with incredible color 
before they fall .  
Larch needles in 
D av e  R u f fa n e r ' s  
collection turn bright 
yellow, while Korean 
hornbeam leaves 
show a more sublime 

color change. During October, 
we sense the coming of cold 
months. Our bonsai put forth 
mid-autumn color along with 
the maturing fruit; crabapples, pyracantha and others.
 
It is all too easy to sit on a garden bench in the golden 
sunlight, perhaps dozing a bit, but the maintenance 
chores await. Despite the end of the bonsai growing 
season, reduced watering schedules in autumn still 
require checking your trees daily for dryness. Eventually 
the deciduous leaves will fall, and you have to keep the 
soil surface clear of debris. (Rumor has it that Jim Schulz 
has trained chipmunks to use tiny rakes to do this!) 
Remember to remove moss from the bonsai pot's soil 
for the winter. If it covers the whole surface it may keep 
the soil too wet.
 
Lastly, it's not too late to make a final swing around the 
nurseries and garden centers' end of season sales for 
trees and shrubs with bonsai potential.~photo complements of the internet



$20 Per Person

Name                                                        Number Attending

$$TOTALCUT HERE

Reservation Form 
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The following members of the Pittsburgh Bonsai Society were nominated for office and selected 
by the Nominating Committee of Ed Baginski, Rick Eckstrom, and Jonathan Martin. Thank you to 
the committee for your hard work.

Terry Monroe    President

Gilda Arroyo    Vice President

Jonathan Young    Recording Secretary

Josh Hagen    Corresponding Secretary

Tammy Lee    Treasurer

The following members of the Pittsburgh Bonsai Society were nominated for office and selected 
by the Nominating Committee of Ed Baginski, Rick Eckstrom, and Jonathan Martin. Thank you to 
the committee for your hard work.

2017 Pittsburgh Bonsai Society Board Nominees2017 Pittsburgh Bonsai Society Board Nominees



For your Bonsai supplies support 
the store that exists for the society

724-348-4771
Pots, wire, tools, soil, plants

Bob Dietz

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Bonsai Barn:
Whether you want to buy, sell, 
or trade any bonsai-related 
material, take advantage of the 
“Bonsai Barn” on our website: 
pittsburghbonsai.org. You can 
also list regional/national 
bonsai events that your fellow 
PBS members might find 
interesting.

If you have a topic or subject 
that you would like to see PBS 
present in coming months, 
please contact Dan Yobp or 
Terry Monroe for consideration 
of your idea. This means NEW 
members too.  PBS wants to 
help  you grow in  your  
knowledge and skills as your 
bonsai grow.

Newsletter Information:
It's easy to make an
announcement or contribute to 
the PBS Newsletter. E-mail 
Cindie Bonomi at:
cindiebonomi@yahoo.com 
with text, photos or sketches. 
Text should be in the Microsoft 
Word program and sketches or 
photos should be JPGs.

Submissions for the December 
2016 Newsletter are due no later 
than November 15, 2016. 

For more details, contact Cliff or Anna 
Domasky at: annaclaus55@hotmail.com

-photos by 
 Cindie Bonomi 

Wear Your Pride…Wear Your Pride…

For more details, contact Cliff or Anna 
Domasky at: annaclaus55@hotmail.com

and your enthusiasm for 
Bonsai! Golf shirts em-
broidered with the 3-color 
PBS logo are available in 
white, tan and taupe at 
$25. Or, you can supply 
your own quality shirt and 
the embroidery will be a 
modest  $10.
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Compiled by Terry Monroe
terrym74@yahoo.com

“Hello, is this 
the fire brigade?
My tree is stuck 

up a cat.”



All events, unless otherwise noted, will be held at the Phipps Garden Center, starting at 7:00pm. 
Phipps Garden Center, 1059 Shady Avenue, is located at the edge of Mellon Park in the Shadyside 
section of Pittsburgh. At the Phipps Garden Center sign on Shady Avenue, just south of the 
intersection of Fifth and Shady Avenues, turn into the cobblestone driveway. Park in the metered 
lot. Walk 50 yards farther down the cobblestone lane. The Garden Center is the red brick building on 
your left.

Severe Weather & Emergency Information: PBS Meetings and Special Events at Phipps Garden 
Center will take place as scheduled except in the event of severe weather or emergency. Unsure? 
Call their  Emergency Phone Number: 412 441-4442 for  updates.

Pittsburgh Bonsai Society   2016 Calendar of Events
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Remember there will be no meetings in January and February
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Dec.   Wed.  6:30pm 14 Annual Holiday Party
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